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Abstract 

This paper is concerned with exploring the musical content of the games Banjo-Kazooie and 

Yooka-Laylee from the perspectives of musical emotiveness, audiovisual feedback in video 

games, and adaptive music systems. The exploration consists of formal analysis of the two 

games, as well as a comparison between the two, this is done in order to determine the 

evolution of the way music and audio is designed and structured within two specific games 

created by roughly the same group of developers, only with a 20 year difference. It is fairly 

easily established, as was the hypothesis, that the two games utilise musical content in much 

the same ways, but that there has been no significant evolution in how the latter game utilises 

modern audio technology to expand on the adaptivity of the music system. 
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1 Introduction  

The video game industry has experienced substantial growth over the past few decades. It 

dwarfs both Hollywood and the music industry with a global worth of around 200 billion 

Euros. (Mordor Intelligence, no date) Games, like movies, television, or music, is an artform 

that aims to evoke emotions in its audience through various means. And like movies, it is an 

interdisciplinary art form, specifically in how it incorporates the emotional languages of 

cinema, literature, music and audio, and others, as well as the unique capabilities of the 

videogame medium itself. 

This paper will focus on the music side of video games. Music is crucial in building 

atmosphere, tone, and in evoking emotions, in video games as well as films and of course by 

itself. Academically, one can easily compare the study of game music, or "ludomusicology", 

to the study of film music. Both are fields that approach music in combination with another 

medium, exploring how the properties of said medium affect the use and effect of music.  

The core aim of this research is investigating how music, and the closely related sound 

effects, are implemented into video games, and more importantly the purpose they serve as 

parts of an interdisciplinary work of art, both how it relates to the unique capabilities of the 

medium like interactivity, as well as general principles of storytelling and musical 

emotiveness. 

For this paper, we will be examining the musical content of two games in the 3D-platformer 

genre. The games Banjo-Kazooie (Rare, 1998) and Yooka-Laylee (Playtonic Games, 2017) 

were developed by largely the same group of people, following largely the same design 

principles and intentions. We will analyse both games according to research on musical tropes 

and sound effects, and how it relates to a few aspects of video games, and then we will 

compare these two games’ music in order to discern whether the latter game utilised modern 

adaptive music technology to evolve the ideas introduced in its predecessor. 

Our research question is: 

How does the musical content of the games Banjo-Kazooie and Yooka-Laylee compare with 

each other in design and structure, as well as how it is used to communicate game states, 

facilitate gameplay, and establish tone and atmosphere, with a specific regard to how music 

adapts to input and the game state? 
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In looking closely at two specific games we hope to gain an understanding of their musical 

content from a few different perspectives, based on research in a few different areas. No 

research has been conducted specifically on these games that we were able to find, and so in 

doing so we hope to lay the groundwork needed for further analysis of music and sound 

content in games in this and similar genres. These games exist in the larger context of the 

games industry, and conclusions can be drawn from how they utilise music, and how, or if, 

these utilisations affect the role of music in games as a whole.  
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2 Background 

This section will consist of two parts, an exploration of the theoretical concepts that we apply 

throughout this paper, as well as background sections about our two chosen games. 

 

2.1 Theoretical Framework 

This research will employ the following thematic devices in order to engage with the 

identified research question:  

• Adaptive music techniques, how the systems are designed, how they're implemented 

• Sound effects, what makes something a sound effect? How does it differ from music 

in function and in purpose? 

• Film music. How is it composed to create certain effects, and how do video games 

apply these concepts? How do the two mediums differ from each other? 

• Relevant game design concepts, communicating game state to the player, input and 

feedback 

 

2.1.1 Adaptive and Generative Music Techniques 

What sets video game music apart from most other types of music, are the elements of 

interactivity, non-linearity, and the underlying systems controlling it. When compared with 

another type of music like the one found in films, which is generally composed to fit specific 

events, the difference in degrees of linearity is particularly striking. That same linearity also 

applies to any pre-recorded music of course, when the music is played it will always be the 

same. The difference being that this type of music exists for its own sake instead of being a 

component in a larger work of art like a film. A type of music that can differ greatly in 

degrees of linearity is any music being performed live, something that adds different levels of 

interpretation and improvisation depending on the context. Live music is generally closer to 

the nature of video game music, containing interactivity in the form of audience participation, 

and a live performance is a more or less non-linear piece - or pieces - of music being created 

by a system, be it computer, human, or otherwise. Bringing it back to video game music, 

where the elements of non-linearity and interactivity are clearer, the music and the actions 
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taken by the player are linked in a manner defined by the game system, any action the player 

takes might change the way the music plays. This means that video game music, in the 

dimensions of non-linearity and interactivity, can range from composed music with little 

reaction to player input, to open-ended music that is systematically composed in real-time 

based on player actions and rules defined by the developers.  

Here we look at a paper called Generative Music in Video Games: State of the Art, Challenges 

and Prospects. (Cale Plut and Philippe Pasquier, 2019) That is a paper concerned with getting 

an overview of various generative music systems, both systems used in commercial games 

and generic systems designed for a research purpose and the like. 

The taxonomy deals with 3 different dimensions: The musical, the gameplay, and the 

architectural. The musical dimensions refer to the factors concerning the music, for example 

whether the system composes new music or arranges extant music. The gameplay dimensions 

concern the music's existence in the game world and how it reacts to gameplay. The 

architecture dimensions describe how the system itself is structured, the algorithm, the way 

the musical information is sourced and stored, things of that nature. 

This paper is concerned with what is known as generative music. The authors, Plut and 

Pasquier, define it as "...music that is created via systemic automation..." while they define 

adaptive music as "...music that reacts to a game’s state." As we are concerned with adaptive 

music throughout this paper, the aspect of systemic composition becomes less relevant, but 

we consider the typology presented within the paper to be sufficiently general as to be 

applicable to closely adjacent topics. 

 

2.1.2 Sound Effects 

The terms "sound effects", and "music" need concrete definitions before we move forward. 

We generally define sound effects as relatively short sounds that play as reactions to in-game 

events, while music has quite a natural definition of anything that has an obvious musical 

pitch or rhythm. But what we find is the most important is that these distinctions are made 

based on function rather than form. Here is where we refer to the IEZA Framework (Sander 

Huiberts, Richard van Tol, 2008), which is a two-dimensional model for classifying game 

sound. The model is based on the concept of diegesis, the degree to which certain elements 
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are represented as existing within the fictional game world, as well as the dichotomy of 

"setting" and "activity", which distinguishes between background audio and audio that 

directly responds to the player, respectively. 

These two dimensions create four separate categories that encompass all the sounds present 

within a game. These categories are “zone”, ambient background sounds linked to the general 

diegetic environment of the game, “effect”, sounds directly linked to specific sources in the 

diegetic game world, “affect”, non-diegetic sounds like music that express the game’s setting, 

and “interface”, sounds that are linked to non-diegetic sources like menu buttons. 

Something that is closely related to both the musical and sound effect aspects of our research, 

is the concept colloquially known as "Mickey Mousing". This refers to something that was 

widely used in classic animation, on-screen movement being accompanied by synchronised 

music in a multitude of different ways. The connection between this concept and video games 

is immediately clear, and it is something that Zach Whalen explores in his article Play Along - 

An Approach to Videogame Music (Whalen 2002). He defines mickey mousing as follows:  

"Mickey mousing, or “mickeymousing,” occurs in both animated and live-action cinema 

when the music provides a synchronized, aural imitation of what is happening on the screen." 

The author goes on to compare this concept with a number of games, such as Super Mario 

Brothers (Nintendo, 1985). He explains:  

"...Mario's (or Luigi's) movement on the screen is accompanied by a musical mickey mousing 

gesture. In line with Koji Kondo's peppy theme music, Mario's "jump" is accompanied by an 

ascending chromatic glissando or slide – think of a "boing" sound" 

The age of this article might suggest a questionable relevance to the field of ludomusicology, 

but we consider it a valuable source in highlighting the relationship between music in 

animated films and its uses as sound effects, and the concept of video game music and sound, 

the basics of which remain the same to this day. It is especially relevant considering that the 

games we are analysing have likely taken inspiration from cartoons, this is true for both the 

nature of the sound effects and the style of the music. 
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2.1.3 Film Music 

For this section we will be using the paper Affect and Feelings: The Persuasive Power of Film 

Music (Arroyo Garcia Lascurain 2016), which takes from a number of different perspectives 

on film music and emotional reactions and affect, using, among other things, the concept of 

tropes. They are defined as "musical signifiers that have become conventional", and can refer 

to melodic ideas, harmonic or rhythmic patterns, instrumentations or various other auditory 

and musical characteristics that carry a certain association, be it "intrinsic, learned, direct, or 

abstract".  

The way music can intrinsically cause various forms of affect is due to imitation and 

representation. The author states: 

The idea that music can create affect through imitation is one of the most important 

elements of a trope. Whether it is imitating an emotion or a sound, or associating an 

action with music; tropes rely on an intrinsic understanding of the parallels between 

the imitation and the object of imitation. 

Basically, a rhythm can have a certain feel to it, a chord can sound like a specific emotion, a 

musical mode has a distinct quality to its melodies, among other things, and they are all based 

on imitation of things like cultural references, sounds found in the natural world, and so on. 

The author goes on to list examples of various types of melodies and musical modes, and their 

corresponding emotional and affective associations, using works from Aristotle and classical 

German composer Johann Mattheson. 

We also make heavy use of the term "motif", or "leitmotif". This is a musical idea, often a 

melody, which is used to represent a character, place, item, and so on. An example could be 

the iconic music associated with the shark from Jaws (Universal Pictures, 1975), which is 

consistently used throughout the film to signify the presence of the shark, and thereby evoke a 

sense of tension.  

The relevance of these concepts come into play through the connection to how video game 

music is composed to evoke certain emotions, much like any music, but we are interested in 

how this relates to the concept of interactivity, as well as the atmosphere and identity of 

virtual spaces and gameplay encounters. 
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2.1.4 Game Design 

This section focuses on how games as a medium communicate using audio-visual feedback, 

which is an important part of interactivity, especially as it relates to our area of research. The 

player performs an action through an input, the game state is updated and sends visual and 

auditory feedback to the player. This elicits the question of what the element of interactivity 

and the systemic nature of video games adds to the possibilities, and requirements, of audio-

visual communication in an experience. 

In the book Game Feel: A Game Designer's Guide to Virtual Sensation (Swink 2009), the 

author discusses this audio-visual communication as it is contained within his definition of so-

called "game feel". Said definition reads: "Real-time control of virtual objects in a simulated 

space, with interactions emphasized by polish." (Swink, 2009: 6) In other terms, interactivity, 

game space, and the area that we are focusing on, the visual and auditory effects, the polish. 

Or, as Swink puts it, "...any effect that artificially enhances interaction without changing the 

underlying simulation." (2009: 5) 

A subsection contained within game design concerns level design. The relationship between 

level design, the structure of levels and encounters on a micro and macro level, and music and 

audio within the games we are discussing in this paper is a large part of our research.  

One aspect of this relationship is the idea of progression, for instance, when the player 

completes an objective within a level and the music changes to evoke a sense of victory. But 

the most relevant for the specific types of games that we are discussing, is the idea of music 

giving spaces a sense of identity and a unique atmosphere. The games that we focus on 

consist mostly of non-linear levels with short and self-contained objectives, meaning there are 

few instances of progression affecting music on a macro level. What they do contain are 

plenty of examples of clear theming. A majority of the areas or encounters in these games 

feature clear musical signifiers that convey the intended mood through various means. 

Examples might be all the instances of sleigh bells in any winter-related level or area, or 

Banjo-Kazooie's "Mad Monster Mansion"-level with all its classic horror musical tropes like 

church organs or theremins. 

Something of particular interest to us throughout our process, as it relates to this area of study, 

was finding level artefacts with a mechanical function in the music system. What we mean by 

this is any type of interactable object in the game world that can somehow impact the music. 
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2.2 The Games 

The following two sections will offer some background on the two games we have chosen to 

analyse for this paper. The two games are 3D-platformers, a genre based around moving a 

character around a three-dimensional space, with a focus on jumping. The two games were 

worked on by the same composer, Grant Kirkhope, as well as a number of other developers. 

We will give a rundown of the basic plot premises of the games, the major characters like 

player characters, major villains. We will explain the gameplay and the tools the player has 

access to in the games, as well as the major objectives, progression and game structure.  

The purpose of these sections is to give context to our later analyses, as well as helping keep 

focus on said analyses by avoiding long-winded explanations down the line. 

 

2.2.1 Banjo-Kazooie 

Banjo-Kazooie is an action-adventure game that came out in 1998 on the Nintendo 64 

console. In the game, the player controls the bear "Banjo" and the bird "Kazooie". Kazooie 

sits inside Banjo's backpack at all times, and her function is to allow the use of various 

unlockable abilities throughout the game.  

In Banjo-Kazooie, the goal of the game is to save Banjo's sister "Tooty" from the witch 

"Gruntilda Winkybunion". In order to do this, the player must travel through Gruntilda's lair, 

visiting the different levels contained within, collecting different objects and solving tasks. 

The game consists of nine open-structured, self-contained levels, a short tutorial area, an area 

for the ending section of the game, and Gruntilda's lair, which serves as a central "hub"-area 

connecting all the previously mentioned areas together. Access to the levels is limited by the 

number of collectibles the player has gathered, mainly the "jiggies" earned mostly by 

completing certain objectives, and the "notes" scattered around the levels. Certain abilities are 

also found throughout the game's levels, which also limit progress through the game in 

different ways. Due to this structure, these levels are mostly visited in a set order, with only 

minor exceptions.  
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Something that we feel is worth establishing at this point are the signature patterns that are 

consistently utilised by Grant Kirkhope, the composer of this game, throughout the game's 

soundtrack. The game contains a large variety of different themes, and Kirkhope is 

particularly adept at utilising the appropriate tropes for these themes, but some aspects of the 

music remain more constant throughout. One thing is the heavy use of low brass instruments, 

both in melodic and accompanying roles. Arguably the most signature pattern for the music of 

Banjo-Kazooie is the alternate bass line paired with the chords on the backbeat in a higher 

pitch, which is also known as the "oom-pah" pattern. Another pattern is the use of the 

"tritone"-interval between notes, such as in the chord progressions for the music in the levels 

"Mumbo's Mountain" and "Mad Monster Mansion". The tritone has a certain level of tension 

to it, created by dissonance. In music, tension relates to the listener’s expectations of musical 

movement, and musical dissonance implies that it will be resolved into consonance in the 

future, creating tension (Plut and Pasquier 2019). The use of this interval, and in turn this 

tension, contributes greatly to the specific style of the game's music. 

 

2.2.2 Yooka-Laylee 

Yooka-Laylee is a game developed by Playtonic Games in 2017. In the game you control the 

green chameleon "Yooka" and her purple bat companion "Laylee". Yooka is the player's main 

avatar, while Laylee is permanently situated on Yooka's back and the player only has indirect 

control over her through using certain abilities. 

In Yooka-Laylee the game starts with Yooka and Laylee relaxing by their home when their 

magical book gets whisked away by the villain “Capital B”. The duo’s mission is to travel 

through Capital B’s lair to retrieve the magical book. Throughout the lair are "World Tomes", 

portals to the game's different levels, where the player searches for a type of collectible to 

progress the game, sentient pages from the magical book called “Pagies”. The secondary 

collectible items, "quills", are needed to purchase abilities for Yooka and Laylee, which are 

required for progress through the game and for completing some Pagie-objectives. Once 

enough Pagies have been collected the player can decide to either progress to the next world 

or decide to expand the previous. Expanding a world, which can only be done once per world, 

adds new sections, collectibles, and objectives.  
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The style of composer Grant Kirkhope returns in this game now with the addition of the 

composers David Wise and Steve Burke. While Kirkhope was responsible for the composition 

and arrangement for the world themes and their different version, Wise and Burke were 

tasked with composing the different boss encounters and the mini-games that are found in 

different places around the worlds. When it comes to Wise and Burke, it is more difficult to 

identify specific consistent patterns in their music, the way that can be done with Kirkhope's 

music, but this can be due to the limited quantity of music tracks by the two that are present in 

the game, and their specific usage scenarios calling for specific musical tropes.  
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3 Methodology 

Our method is a formal analysis of two similar games from different points in video game 

history, where we will then compare the two with each other in various ways. A formal 

analysis involves closely examining and describing a work of art of some kind (Lankoski and 

Björk, 2015).  

For these analyses, we play through each game, taking notes on our audio-related discoveries. 

For Yooka-Laylee with its significant number of objectives and collectibles, finishing the 

game while also paying attention to the audio is a major time commitment, so we decided to 

limit our focus to mainly one level. For Banjo-Kazooie we were able to complete most of the 

game's objectives within a reasonable amount of time, and so we can supplement our closer 

analysis of one of the game's levels with relevant information from the other levels. 

We will also at points reference online resources like interviews with the composer(s) of these 

games to get insight into certain areas that we would not be able to confidently make accurate 

statements about, such as how the audio systems are structured on a technical level. Because 

we are analysing only the output of a system, and because we have no direct access to source 

code, we feel that extra insight might end up being crucial to our research. 

Also, something that has proven useful throughout the research process has been the official 

soundtrack releases for both games, providing crucial information through track listings, like 

names of songs, composer for individual songs in the case of Yooka-Laylee, and the like. But 

particularly, the unofficial soundtrack album "Banjo-Kazooie- Everything and the Kitchen 

Sink" released in 2014 by Grant Kirkhope, the game's composer, has been especially useful, 

since it contains most instances of music in the game. No such album exists for Yooka-Laylee 

unfortunately, making it somewhat more difficult for us to make accurate statements about 

certain things in that game. 

In these studies, we seek to understand the following aspects of the games: 

• How does the audio system react to factors like character location and game 

progression? These two games are both reliant on collectible items as measurements 

of game progression, do these items affect the audio in any way?  
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• Which emotions does the music communicate to the player, using tropes like melodic 

and harmonic motifs, and how does this relate to the game's other elements like 

feedback animations and game mechanics? 

• What musical tropes, leitmotifs, and musical themes does the game use to convey 

certain ideas, establish characters, or enhance narrative beats? 

• What musical content does the game exhibit that could be considered feedback and 

sound effects? 

• What are the diegetic audio elements that the game exhibits? 

• What are the levels of interactivity, autonomy, and generativity present within the 

game's music system/structure? 

• Lastly, what are the unique aspects of the specific game in how it approaches music? 

These two games have a lot of similarities, but do each game's unique mechanics 

contribute anything to the audio system?  
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4 Results and Discussion 

The results section will be structured as follows: One section per game with separate 

subsections, we will present the data from our time playing both games in the relevant 

sections, we will then discuss this data. 

 

4.1 Banjo-Kazooie 

The subsections for this game explore the following points: 

• Structure of the music system, how is the musical content of the game generally 

arranged within the game? Where does it appear and how does it react to the game 

system? What is the purpose of this structure and behaviour? 

• Sound effects, what audio, musical or otherwise, is used to give the player feedback on 

their actions, and what different general categories of audio does the game feature?  

• A closer look at a specific level in the game, "Click Clock Wood", and its structure, 

some of the objectives, as well as brief musical analyses of a few of the music pieces. 

• Levels, spaces, and progression, how does the audio behave in relation to the game's 

spaces and the objects contained within them? 

 

 

4.1.1 The Structure of the Music and the Music System 

The general way that the music works in Banjo-Kazooie, according to an interview with the 

game’s composer Grant Kirkhope, is that the game controls the music track vertically, it is 

concerned with the track's different layers at different points in time, and on an instrument-

level of granularity, meaning the game system will activate and deactivate certain instrument 

layers, which it does based on in-world triggers. (Blipsounds, 2020) Practically, what this 

means is that a lot of the different areas within the game's levels have their own music, but 

interestingly, the audio system is capable of adaptivity at a lower level than it generally 

utilises. 

Some music pieces will play upon fulfilling certain objectives or collecting objects, we have 

chosen to cover all of those shortly in the section on sound effects. None of them have an 
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adaptive element to them, they always play upon their respective condition being fulfilled, 

and play out the same way every time. 

The intention of the music's adaptivity in both of these games is, among other things, to 

enhance the identity and intended emotional response of an area or encounter, this is achieved 

through the use of musical tropes appropriate for the specific situation. This comes in the 

form of tropes that carry a heavy association with the theme of the area, like the use of certain 

instruments like sleigh bells or theremins, but also in the use of minor keys that create a sad or 

dark atmosphere, or the use of higher tempos and more high-energy arrangements in more 

intense encounters like boss fights or something similar. 

 

4.1.2 The Sound Effects 

Here we discuss the main sound effects that play throughout the game. We will not be able to 

mention all sound effects individually, of course, due to the significant amount of sound in the 

game. Our focus will again be on the musical type of sound effects, but since the boundary is 

not exactly clear in every instance, and since there are examples of non-musical sound effects 

with noteworthy significance, mechanical, functional or otherwise, we will mention some of 

these as well. 

The first category is the sound effects associated with picking up collectible items. These 

sounds exist in two varieties, the sounds that the items make independently, and the sounds 

that play when the player picks them up. We will begin by exploring the independent sounds, 

since they are fewer in number. Depending on Banjo's proximity to certain items, they will 

emit sound. Examples of this include the whistling that the "jinjo"-collectibles make when 

nearby, to alert the player to their presence, and the metallic sound that the health-restoring 

collectible "honeycombs" make each time they hit the ground while bouncing. The whistling 

from the jinjos serves a particular gameplay function since these collectibles are often hidden 

quite well, but the area in which the whistling can be heard is not particularly large. The 

bouncing sound from the honeycombs is more subtle and serves no function other than to 

slightly enhance the physicality of the object. It can be considered an example of mickey 

mousing however, since it is a pitched sound that is synchronised with an on-screen event. 
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Since a majority of this game is spent exploring to find items and completing various 

objectives to be rewarded with items, the pick-up sounds are a major part of the game. The 

sounds themselves are generally some sort of short instrumental flourish, and since all pick-

ups carry positive connotations all these sound effects use tropes associated with positive 

emotions. Since these sounds are all played in their entirety upon the item being picked up, 

instead of being directly tied to on-screen movement, these sounds cannot be called mickey 

mousing, even though they are definitely musical phrases. A good example of this type of 

sound is the sound effect for the "red feather" item, a short flute phrase based on a trill, a rapid 

alternation between two notes. This type of musical phrase could be associated with flight, 

which is also the function of the item. Interestingly, the game’s major collectibles all feature 

an additional sound upon collecting the maximum amount possible of said item. Depending 

on the type of item, this is either because the player has collected every instance of the item 

available within the current level, or because they have reached the maximum amount that 

Banjo can carry of the item. This sound is always an extension of the basic pick-up sound, 

using the same motif but expanding upon it in some way. This serves both a communication 

purpose, the player knows not to continue searching for the item, as well as an emotive 

purpose, the player feels an increased sense of triumph having collected every item. 

The use of musical phrases directly tied to on-screen events, the aforementioned mickey 

mousing, is somewhat light in this game, even though it often utilises musical phrases for 

sound effects. If we take for example the jump sound in Super Mario, which is the example 

cited in the Zach Whalen article we have previously referenced, which is a simple sound that 

increases in pitch in sync with the character jumping, Banjo-Kazooie contains no such simple 

and obvious examples of a player action being directly tied to a musical phrase. 

There are two types of music that we have decided to group with the sound effects. The first 

type includes the various "jingles" that play in certain scenarios throughout the game, like the 

music that plays when the player opens one of the game’s “note doors”. These are often short 

music pieces, one to five seconds in length, that are meant to give feedback to the player on 

some sort of action or communicate the game state in some way. Their length means that 

these pieces must convey their intention very clearly in a short time, which they all 

accomplish through the use of simple motifs and tropes. Examples of this include the music 

pieces associated with a game over or with triggering one of Banjo’s transformations. The 

music for the game over screen utilises the motif associated with Gruntilda, the game's villain, 
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as well as musical tropes to convey failure and disappointment, while the transformation piece 

uses fast ascending arpeggios, with different instruments to convey a mysterious or dreamlike 

quality, appropriate for the themes of the transformations.  

The other type of music that we decided to include in the sound effect category, according to 

our categorisation based on function, is the three music pieces paired with the game's various 

power-ups and abilities. The reason we include these here is their use in communicating the 

current game state. These three music pieces are used for the "Wading Boots" and "Turbo 

Trainers" power-ups that can be activated by picking up specific items at various points 

throughout the game, and for the ability "Wonderwing" that can be activated at any point after 

learning it but uses up the consumable resource of "Golden Feathers" while active. These 

music pieces share the same melody and harmony, but differ in arrangement, instrumentation, 

and tempo. What these three have in common is that they are all temporary changes to the 

game state that have Kazooie perform some sort of action that gives the player an advantage, 

which is why this melody becomes associated with this concept and with this character. 

Interesting to note is that another ability that the player has access to that works in a similar 

manner to these three, the flight ability that can be activated by finding blue "flight pads" and 

that instead consume the "red feathers" resource while activated, is paired with no such music 

piece. A possible reason for this might be that with the time spent using the flight ability 

throughout the game being significantly higher than the other three mentioned abilities, a 

dedicated flight song might have become repetitive. 

Arguably one of the most iconic aspects of this game, audio-related or otherwise, are the 

voices of the game’s characters. The way these voices function in this game is that every 

character who has dialogue, which includes most creatures in the game as well as collectible 

items and other sentient objects, have several similar short audio clips in different pitches and 

lengths that play after each other in a manner that vaguely imitates speech. Whether these 

clips play randomly or in sequence we have no insight into, nor can we make any accurate 

statements as to how the system is designed. The pitch aspect of these audio clips could 

potentially have made this into an interesting area of analysis, but the voices are not meant to 

be music, in our opinion, and so we will not attempt to analyse it as such. In any case, the 

instances that even remotely resemble music are few in number, and they sound rather 

dissonant. 
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4.1.3 Click Clock Wood 

The level we felt was the most appropriate for a closer analysis was "Click Clock Wood", and 

this was due to the level's unique structure. The level is based on the idea of changing 

seasons, meaning it has four different states, one for each of the four seasons, that each gives 

the level a completely different atmosphere, visually and musically, as well as different 

objectives. To unlock all of the seasons, the player must go through the seasons in order, 

starting from springtime, to activate switches that unlock the next season. 

Most pieces of music in the level that follow the convention of seasonal theming contain a 

layer of atmospheric sound effects appropriate for its respective season. The spring pieces 

have various bird sounds, the summer pieces keep the bird sounds and add insect sounds like 

crickets and bees, the pieces for autumn have a wind howl as well as what sounds like a 

woodpecker and an owl, while the ones for winter couple the wind with sleigh bells. This 

pattern is mostly consistent throughout the level, the only exceptions being the underwater 

versions of the songs that contain no background sounds, as well as the main song for the 

spring season which contains a layer of cricket sounds normally found in the summer pieces. 

The latter is a somewhat odd exception that we have no verifiable explanation for. These 

background layers serve an obvious function of establishing the atmosphere for each of the 

seasons, utilising animal and weather sounds associated with their respective season. 

These seasonal sound effects are also utilised within the music itself in certain instances. For 

example, the summer piece has pitched bee buzzing serving as an added melodic line and 

doubling the main melody at one point. This serves to integrate the background ambience 

with the music in a quite unique and creative way. 

There are four different versions of the main piece of music for the level. They are all based 

around the same melody and harmony but vary in arrangement and a couple of other things 

like rhythm and time signature. Some pieces in the level are accessible in all of the seasons 

but only vary in the previously mentioned sound effect layer. Some pieces are only accessible 

in one of the seasons and due to this they naturally do not have any seasonal variations. 

Following is the simple analysis of the music we have chosen to do for this level. The analysis 

is on the four main songs that play while the player is in the main room of each of the seasons. 

We will not be focusing on chords or functional or melodic analysis and will instead look at 

things like instrumentation, arrangement, and structure of each song. We do this to see how 
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the composer used the same melodic and harmonic concepts to evoke different emotions and 

create different atmospheres.  

The piece for the spring season is an energetic one, using a flute for its melody, clarinets 

playing chords on the backbeat as well as a supporting melodic line. The bass line starts out 

with a timpani line on the root notes of the chord in a different rhythm, before replacing it 

with a tuba using an alternate bass line. The song also features shakers and tambourines in the 

initial section of the song, before adding a drum section after the first breakdown. The song is 

generally based on an AAB-structure, which means it plays one section, repeats it with some 

slight variation, then moves into a different section. The tempo and arrangement fit quite well 

with the lively theme of springtime. 

The summer piece changes time signature into ¾, changing the music into a waltz. The 

instrumentation is also slightly different, making use of string instruments in certain sections, 

contrasting it with the heavy use of woodwinds and brass from the previous song. Certain 

sections also make use of the previously mentioned pitched bee buzzing. The accompaniment 

for the most part plays a similar pattern as in the spring section, except that it combines the 

pattern that the main bassline used in that song with chords on the second and third beats, 

creating a signature pattern used to accompany a waltz. This song adheres more strictly to the 

AAB-structure, and consists of three distinct sections with different instrumentations and 

energy levels. Instead of increasing the liveliness of the music from the spring piece, this 

piece takes an approach that brings to mind something like a lazy summer afternoon, through 

its use of the flowing waltz time signature. 

The piece used in the autumn part of the level goes back to the previous time signature, but it 

is quite a bit slower than the spring version. It mostly stays with the established AAB-

structure in three sections, apart from a short lower-energy breakdown section at the end. This 

song makes use of frog sounds for the melody and basslines at different points, pitched in the 

same way as the bee buzzing in the last song, but in this case, it is harder to identify the pitch. 

It also uses bird chirping, where the pitch is clearer. For the percussion, this song utilises what 

sounds like some type of hand drum. The percussion, animal sounds, and the tempo 

contributes to the calm, natural feel of this piece. 

The last piece, used in the winter section of the level, is the one with the lowest energy of all 

of the pieces in the level. It contains no driving accompaniment, and the instruments 
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responsible for the harmonic layer generally play chords on the first beat of each bar, giving 

this piece a different and significantly calmer mood than the previous three. The driving 

forces in this piece are instead the percussion, the sleigh bells playing on each beat throughout 

the song being of particular note. This song uses the same AAB-structure of three sections. 

The instrumentation of this piece makes heavy use of mallet and bell instruments for all 

sections, but some other instruments like pizzicato strings and guitar are also present. 

This level also features a number of additional pieces of music, such as the intense minor 

version of the recurring level melody used in the combat encounter with the giant bee 

enemies, but we will not explore these any further. 

 

4.1.5 Level Design and Progression 

The main attribute of the background music in this game is its adaptivity based on character 

location, as we have mentioned multiple times, but we have also found a few instances that 

deviate from this norm somewhat in interesting ways.  

In the level "Freezeezy Peak", there is a chain of objectives that involve lighting a Christmas 

tree. The player must talk to a box of sentient Christmas lights, protect them from being eaten 

on the way to the Christmas tree, switch on the lights, and fly through the star at the top three 

times within a 60 second time limit. Once this has been done the tree is permanently lit, and 

the player is able to collect a jiggy inside of the tree. When the lights have been switched on, 

the background music gets a layer of Christmas bells added to it. This layer stops playing 

once the jiggy has been collected, and also if the player fails to fly through the star at the top 

three times within the time limit. This seems to be one of the only times in the game where a 

single instrument layer is activated individually as opposed to in part of a group of 

instruments. 

A very similar thing happens in the level "Mad Monster Mansion". In order to get into the 

church section of the level, the player must activate a switch, and go through the doors of the 

church within the time limit of 15 seconds. While this timer is active, a layer of church bells 

will be added to the background music. This instance is particularly strange considering that 

the only way the player could possibly make it that far within the time limit is by utilising the 
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increased movement speed of the nearby "Turbo Trainers"-power-up, which will replace the 

background music with the power-up music once picked up. 

Another thing worth mentioning here, is that when the player enters the church, they will find, 

other than a few collectibles and enemies, a mini game involving a giant church organ. If the 

player uses the "buddy slam"-ability, which is a downward slam generally used to break 

things from above, on one of the organ's keys, a note will play. The note that plays is not 

dependent on which key the player hits and does not seem to be dependent on the background 

music in any way, although it seems to be in the same key. This is arguably a musical 

instrument, and it is interactable, but its functionality is obviously quite limited, making this 

quite an interesting case of what appears to be untapped potential. 

A majority of this game's progression is quantifiable through the collectible items, but from 

what we have found the number of collected resources never has any direct impact on the 

background music of the game. Instead, the music responds to the current location of the 

player character and, to a lesser extent, the completion status of some objectives, which are 

things the amount of collected items does impact. We have talked about how the music reacts 

based on location, but a good example of the latter can be found in the level "Freezeezy 

Peak". If the player enters an igloo close to the entrance of the level, they will find three sad 

polar bear children inside. The objective is to find three presents hidden throughout the level 

and give them to the children. At first the music will be a sad version of the level's main song, 

in a minor key and different in arrangement, but upon completing the objective the song will 

change into a major key and increase in tempo. 

An observation we made regarding how the music relates to the progression of the game, is 

that while there is a definite increase in difficulty and mechanical complexity as the player 

goes through the game - for example enemies deal more damage per hit, there are more stage 

hazards, and they are all a bigger threat to the player - the music very rarely reflects this 

change in any significant way. There are examples of the music increasing in intensity in 

encounters like boss fights, but on a macro-level the music does not evolve the same way 

some other aspects of the game do. A particularly striking example of this can be found in the 

comparison of the first level of the game, "Mumbo's Mountain", with the subject of our closer 

analysis, "Click Clock Wood", which is the ninth and final level in the game. Playing through 

Mumbo's Mountain, the player is very rarely in any danger of failure due to the low quantity 

of enemies and their low damage output, things that the music reflects well with a joyful 
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major tune using a lot of musical tropes appropriate for the beginning stage of a game. 

Contrasting all of this with Click Clock Wood, which is a significantly bigger level with more 

dangerous enemies and complex challenges, we find that the music is very similar in the 

tropes it employs, and the atmosphere it conveys as a result. The only level in the game that 

could arguably be said to convey its increased danger through the music is "Mad Monster 

Mansion", the seventh level in the game. This level has a horror theme, meaning the music 

and the visuals appropriately convey its relative level of difficulty. 

 

4.2 Yooka-Laylee 

These following sections will be structured similarly to the previous sections, but this is also 

where all of the comparisons between the two games will take place. How does the music in 

Yooka-Laylee differ, and what effect does it have on the overall experience? 

 

4.2.1 The Structure of the Music and the Music System 

Like Banjo-Kazooie, each of the game's levels have one piece of music each, with a few 

variations depending on the location of the player character. The most consistent musical 

variation throughout the game is the one that plays when the player character dives 

underwater. 

We have no insight into the technical structure of the music system for this game, other than 

its use of the program Wwise. This is a sound engine designed to integrate certain functions of 

the game engine, in this case the Unity Engine, with specific audio functionality. The 

difference this sort of program makes for the possibilities of audio in a game is massive. 

This is an appropriate time for our first comparison between our games. The pattern for both 

games when it comes to special encounters is that each level has some sort of encounter with 

a dedicated music track. In Yooka-Laylee each level has at least a boss fight, but in Banjo-

Kazooie this encounter includes things like a race, a labyrinth with a time limit, or anything 

like that. In Banjo-Kazooie the music for this encounter is generally some version of the main 

level music in an arrangement or reharmonization that fits the mood of the encounter better, 

more intense in a combat encounter for example. The music for the boss encounters in Yooka-
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Laylee does not follow this pattern, opting instead for unique melodies that do not utilise 

previously established motifs and patterns. There could be a few reasons for this. In a few of 

the game's levels, the level music and the boss music were created by two different 

composers, but even where this is not the case, the pattern of boss music establishing its own 

melodic and harmonic ideas is still followed. This leads us to believe that either Banjo-

Kazooie only used its pattern due to technical constraints, or it was an intentional choice to 

deviate from the established format.  

In some instances, the under-utilisation of developed musical motifs, coupled with the 

increased number of composers and in turn stylistic patterns, leads to Yooka-Laylee's 

soundtrack feeling less coherent, and somewhat disjointed. But these aspects of the music are 

not always negative, the variation in musical style creates variation in the environments and 

encounters, while the increased amount of musical ideas eases the repetitiveness of each 

individual one, which could potentially have become a problem in a game as big as Yooka-

Laylee. 

Something that Yooka-Laylee has that Banjo-Kazooie lacks are the mini-games featured in 

each level. There are two varieties, the "Kartos Challenges" and the "Rextro Arcade 

Machines". The Kartos Challenges are two-dimensional on-rails platforming challenges, 

similar to those found in Donkey Kong Country (Rare, 1994), while the arcade machines are 

all different types of simple high-score based mini-games, eight in total found throughout the 

game. Each instance of both types of mini-games has its own music track per challenge. The 

Kartos songs were all written by David Wise, while the Rextro songs were written by Steve 

Burke. Somewhat noteworthy is the fact that completing the Kartos Challenge for the fourth 

level "Capital Cashino" leads directly into that world's boss encounter, but as is the case with 

the level music, the music for this encounter does not share much, if any, of the musical ideas 

with its preceding music piece. None of the songs for the mini-games share more than 

instrument choices and general tropes with its corresponding level music, in fact it can be 

argued that the songs for each type of mini-game have more in common with each other 

instead. 
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4.2.2 Sound Effects 

How the sound effects work in Yooka-Laylee is very similar to Banjo-Kazooie. Some pickups 

emit a diegetic sound when nearby, like the "glitter"-like sound emitted by the Pagies, and 

when picking them up there is a short non-diegetic melody. Many of these melodies cause the 

background music to temporarily pause. A shorter version of a similar melody also plays 

when the player finishes a task for an NPC (non-playable character) and a Pagie is revealed as 

the reward. Like in Banjo-Kazooie the pickup melodies are short and different from one 

another to give the players feedback on what they just accomplished. The most obvious 

similarity of sound effects between these two games is the sound that the player hears when 

the game transfers the player from one area to the next. The sound effect is a simple slide 

between notes, starting with a higher note gliding to a lower note when leaving an area and 

then reversing the sound effect when the next area is revealed to the player. 

One fairly obvious diegetic sound effect, that could be categorised as its own music track, is 

the music coming from the “Rextro Arcade Machine” placed somewhere in every level. When 

approaching the machine, the player will start hearing some elements of the typical retro 

arcade music to grab the player's attention to lead them to something nearby, much like the 

Pagies “glitter”-sound that lets the player know that there is an important item nearby. When 

close enough the retro music completely replaces the background music. 

One difference in sound effects between the games relates to the various power-up states for 

the player characters that the player has access to. Yooka-Laylee has an ability called the 

"Slurp Shot" that allows Yooka to eat certain items placed in the game world to gain 

temporary abilities or properties, similar to the abilities in Banjo-Kazooie that required the 

player to find an object in the world in order to use them, like the Wading Boots or the Flight 

Pads. There are two different types of items, one gives Yooka a temporary breath attack that 

allows him to fire some type of projectile, while the other alters the duo's physical properties 

in some way like making them heavy or sticky. One of each type may be active at the same 

time, allowing the player to mix freely. The difference is that while certain abilities in Banjo-

Kazooie played a power-up music track while active, the abilities in Yooka-Laylee of that 

nature, specifically power-up states on a set time limit, have no such music track. All that 

these abilities offer is a musical sound effect upon activating the ability that slightly attenuates 

the background music for a few seconds. This has a notable impact on the experience of using 

these abilities, since the game only communicates this temporary change in game state 
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through visual elements and changes in character behaviour, which can be very slight and 

situational depending on the ability. Banjo-Kazooie's abilities all offered a significant change 

in character behaviour and visuals on top of the changing music for its three relevant power-

ups, but the most crucial difference becomes apparent when comparing the two power-ups 

that follow the same pattern as Yooka-Laylee's power-ups, a change in character abilities 

caused by an in-world item. The Wading Boots and Turbo Trainers abilities play a ticking 

sound that increases in tempo as the time limit nears its end, communicating the incoming 

change in game state entirely through audio. Yooka-Laylee does contain sound effects for 

activating the power-up state, and for when it runs out, and they do differ depending on the 

type of power-up, but it is not particularly clear which is which just based on the audio. All 

these things put together, the lack of dedicated power-up music and audio communicating the 

time limit, combined with the more subtle changes in visuals and character behaviour, leads to 

this aspect of the game feeling significantly less clear. There are definitely differences in 

gameplay that go a decent way towards excusing these issues, the focus on puzzles and 

problem-solving using the power-ups, a generally more time-consuming task, might have 

caused power-up music to become repetitive, and the possibility of two different time limits 

being active at once might have caused some communication issues between the game and the 

player. We still feel that this system is somewhat of a missed opportunity audio-wise, 

especially when you consider the aspects of development of musical motifs and adaptive 

music reacting to the game state, but this is no time to explore how we would have designed 

this system differently. 

 

4.2.3 Tribalstack Tropics 

All of the levels have two separate stages, the pre-expansion and the post-expansion stages. 

By spending Pagies, the player can expand any of the game's levels, unlocking more areas and 

collectible items to the level. The existence of this mechanic means that each level is of a 

significantly bigger scale than any of Banjo-Kazooie's levels, which in turn means that closer 

analysis of one level is a bigger task. Speaking of this task, for this game we will focus on the 

first level in the game, “Tribalstack Tropics”. The general formula that the structure of the 

game's music is based around, one music piece per world with two location-based variations 

and an underwater variation, one boss encounter piece and two mini-game pieces, is rarely 
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deviated from in any significant way, and so the first level seems to be the most reasonable 

target for our analysis. 

Tribalstack Tropics is a big world that consists of different sections, some of these containing 

variations of the background music. The main version of the music starts with a low brass as 

the main bassline in the first section, accompanied by a French horn, some light snare hits, 

and a marimba that plays the melody of the song. In the second section more brass 

instruments get added to the arrangement. The marimba is replaced by a horn while the 

melody stays mostly the same, with some minor changes. A similar change occurs when the 

second section is completed, and the third section starts. This time the horn gets replaced by a 

flute, and the brass and the trumpets get replaced by strings playing in a similar way. The 

melody also changes a bit in this section to draw the song closer to its conclusion. The fourth 

section plays the same measure four times with combinations of instruments that came before 

and ending with a crescendo from the flute. The last section contains only the background 

strings and the drum snares to bring the song back to the first section again, completing the 

loop of the musical track. 

This music track has many other leitmotifs, or versions, that are used across the level of the 

Tribalstack Tropics. All of these areas have their own “feel” to their version of the music. In 

the areas called “Tribalstack Village” and “Duke’s Temple” the instruments go from staccato, 

short and disconnected articulation of notes, to legato, longer and smoothly connected 

articulation, and change the melody, keeping similar but fewer notes, and use the flute and 

strings for the major part. This is of course not the only level that has different versions of the 

music, however it can be more noticeable in Tribalstack Tropics since most of these leitmotif 

changes are not separated by loading between areas.  
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5 Conclusion 

It is clear, after some comparison, that these two games are remarkably similar to each other 

in many ways, such as the style of the music, the visuals, and the gameplay structure. And 

considering the nature of the latter game's existence, this is not by any means surprising. 

Yooka-Laylee was developed by largely the same group of people and looking at the game 

itself it is easy to find the ways it was inspired by the previous game. But the clearest sign of 

this can be found on the game’s Kickstarter page, which contains multiple references to the 

past games by the team at Rare and uses terms like “spiritual successor.” (Playtonic Games, 

2015) 

We have compared multiple aspects of the two games, the music, the sound effects, how they 

relate to game structure and mechanics, to musical emotivity, and how they utilise their 

technology in the audio system. Yooka-Laylee is clearly the bigger game in nearly every way, 

more collectibles, bigger levels, more bosses and enemies, more abilities and game 

mechanics, the list goes on. The game even had more composers but looking at the amount of 

musical content in the game, it is surprisingly similar to that of its predecessor. It is of a 

higher technical quality of course, technical constraints on audio within modern game 

development are pretty much non-existent, allowing the composers to use modern music 

production techniques for the game, and the difference is of course clearly noticeable. The 

music itself is similar to the preceding game, mostly, but David Wise and Steve Burke added 

an element of stylistic variation to the game, which only appears in areas of the game that 

were either newly introduced or significantly changed and expanded upon since the previous 

title. All the music is still thematically appropriate, all the pieces use motifs and tropes that 

evoke the appropriate emotions for their intended usage scenarios. The most significant 

criticism that we can give Yooka-Laylee based on our analysis and underlying theory, is its 

consistent under-utilisation of the currently available audio technology, leading to a game 

with fewer and less creative instances of adaptive music than a game released nearly 20 years 

prior.  

In conclusion, in the areas we have discussed in this paper, Yooka-Laylee did not fall short of 

its predecessor in any significant way, but neither did it particularly manage to rise above it. 

The game did what was expected of it, and did it quite well, even with some increased scope 

here and there, but there was rarely any sense of innovation in the way the game uses its 

music. 
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Going forward, analysis of these titles can be significantly expanded upon, discussing more of 

the music in greater detail, with a bigger focus on either the structure of the music system on a 

technological level, a musicology approach, or an approach that considers the intended 

emotional response of the game’s music. Something else that would be important to consider 

is the context of the games’ development processes, Banjo-Kazooie being developed by Rare 

while they were still directly funded by Nintendo, while Yooka-Laylee being funded through a 

Kickstarter campaign. Time and budget constraints play a major part in the outcome of a 

game’s development and would be worth considering further in the future. 

This type of research, comparing similar works at different points in time, can also be applied 

to other games. The larger context of 3D-platformer games, for example, is a genre that has 

made somewhat of a comeback in recent years after declining in popularity around the mid-

2000s, and it could be interesting to see how any of these modern 3D-platformers utilise 

music differently, but it is just as easily applied to any type of modern game with traceable 

roots. 

We are excited to see how research in this field evolves, not to mention the medium itself, and 

if it does so at anywhere near the same pace as the growth of the game industry itself, it will 

not be long until the next innovation is made.   
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